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Abstract 
Models for the design of assembly processes are considered. Various models 
for the voice control of an industrial robot are considered: a logical model, 
semantic networks, a frame model and Petri nets. It is shown that this set of 
models allows describing the process of designing the technological process 
for an industrial robot. The logical model of the technological process allows 
you to define logical relationships. A model based on semantic networks de-
scribes the relationship between assembly units in a detail. This allows you to 
determine the order and method of registration, as well as the mutual orienta-
tion of assembly units in the product. The frame model provides the ability to 
streamline the execution of the build process. A model based on Petri nets al-
lows one to describe the type and sequence of technological transitions. Based 
on the proposed models, a method of voice control for an industrial robot is 
developed. The basic principles of voice control for an industrial robot are 
considered. 
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1. Introduction 

Assembly as technological process is a part of production process. It is associated 
with qualitative transformation (changing) of production object. We have to no-
tice assembly realization task is multi-variant. It is explained by the fact that for 
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the same operation and all the process functions realization systems with differ-
ent structures and functional elements (modules) may be used. Such systems 
have different technical and economic parameters. For this task solving it is ex-
pediently to use simulation methods and graph theory and search and optimiza-
tion mathematical methods main positions. As a result, we can design optimal 
robotic assembly technological process and identify errors in robot control pro-
gram before its using in industrial conditions. Using modeling we can develop 
collision free paths. 

In [1] Zixiang Li, Qiuhua Tang, Li Ping Zhang propose to minimize energy 
consumption and cycle time using restarted simulated annealing algorithm. 
Marco Faber, SinemKuz, Marcel Ph. Mayer, Christopher M. Schlick in [2] use 
simulations in order to evaluate parameters, new assembly or planning strategies 
or the assembly of new products. In [3] authors present Taguchi optimization 
method in conjunction with simulation modeling in a new application for dy-
namic scheduling problems in robotic flexible assembly cells, in order to mi-
nimize total tardiness and number of tardy jobs. George Michalos, Konstantinos 
Kaltsoukalas, Panagiotis Aivaliotis, PlatonSipsas, Andreas Sardelis, George Chrys-
solouris [4] use semantic model representing the robot/resource skills along with 
the operations that a resource has to execute. In [5] authors write simula-
tion-based technologies constitute a focal point of digital manufacturing solu-
tions, since they allow for the experimentation and validation of different prod-
uct, process and manufacturing system configurations. In [6] SongliangNiea, 
Yuwen Lib, GuoShuaia, Song Taoa, Fengfeng Xi propose method for modeling 
and analyzing the fatigue life of robots with flexible joints. Hod Lipson [7] uses 
simulation for soft robots. In [8] authors use frame model to facilitate as-built 
Building Information Model generation. Arne Wahrburg, Stefan Zeiss, Björn 
Matthias, Jan Peters, Hao Ding [9] propose to use modeling in order to create 
primitives that encapsulates the capabilities to coordinate, control and supervise 
an elementary robot task. At last in [10] autorspropese even powerful gener-
al-purpose robot simulation framework called V-REP that renders simulations 
and simulation models more accessible to a general-public, by reducing the si-
mulation model deployment complexity. 

In general case robotic assembly process includes next operations:  
− robot has orientation with required accuracy on the specified assembly de-

tails surfaces;  
− mating detail clamping, its move in working space to assembly device or base 

detail; 
− mating detail orientation with required accuracy on base detail or device 

surface; 
− details conjugation that are mutually oriented with required accuracy;  
− completed details fixation. 

Currently it is expediently to use robot voice control as computer-aided de-
sign (CAD) interactive interface implementation mean. It allows representing 
specific technological task features, to take into account equipment and robot 
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functioning workspace characteristics, to provide corrections into technological 
transitions set, robotic system state operational control. 

In [11] audio information is used for robot motion control. Authors in [12] 
integrate the industrial robot ABB IRB140 with the system for automatic speech 
recognition that has a task to recognize human speech and use it as a command 
to the robot, so the robot can manipulate the objects. Panagiota Tsarouchi, Soti-
ris Makris, George Chryssolouris [13] discuss process of learning by demonstra-
tion as well as the instructive systems is reviewed, focusing mainly on program-
ming through visual guidance and imitation, voice commands and haptic inte-
raction. In [14] authors propose approach that is distributed, fault tolerant and 
scalable, such that any recognition algorithm or language support can be added 
and used without any changes to the existing system. Alberto Poncela and Leti-
cia Gallardo-Estrella [15] represent a human-robot interface to teleoperate a ro-
botic platform via the user’s voice. In [16] Somnath Kar, Ankit Jana, Debarshi 
Chatterjee, Dipayan Mitra use voice control technique to navigate the robot in 
various directions in the Cartesian plane. In [17] authors research industrial ro-
bot voice control in noisy environment. Carlos Mateo, Alberto Brunete, Ernesto 
Gambao, Miguel Hernando [18] use voice control to make easier to program 
tasks for industrial robots like polishing, milling or grinding. In [19] H. C. Fang, 
S. K. Ong, A. Y. C. Nee to use voice control for novel augmented reality based 
interface for interactive robot path and end-effector (EE) orientation planning. 
Adam Rogowski [20] proposes even Web-based remote robotized cells voice 
control. So we can say industrial robot voice control has plenty of advantages 
and may be used in different industrial fields. 

2. Modeling as a Decision-Making Tool 

A model is any image, analog, description, scheme, drawing, map, etc. of any 
object, process or phenomenon used as its substitute or representative. Each 
model reflects certain selected characteristics and neglects non-essential for this 
model. Work not with the object itself, but with its model allows to quickly and 
without material costs investigate its properties and behavior in certain situa-
tions. There are four main presentation forms: analytical, tabular, graphical and 
graphical. The analytical form represents a model in the form of a formula, an 
analytical expression, a set of analytical expressions. It is applied under certain 
model or object behavior laws. The graphical form uses models or data set re-
presentation in the form of curves, graphs, diagrams. The tabular form gives 
model or its characteristics representation in the form of one or a set of interre-
lated tables. The graph form is based on the representation of the model in the 
form of a graphical scheme called a graph. 

Robotic assembly production processes design is difficult to be mathematical-
ly modeled, because it is based on technological rules using and often depends 
on subjective factors. But scientists try use different model for their goals 
achievement [4] [8] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25]. In [21] modeling is used for making 
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logic and for evaluation of the control logic performance and the results. K. Abd, 
K. Abhary, R. Marian [22] used simulation for results evaluation. Models are of-
ten used to represent in a formalized way the structure, the behavior, and the 
requirements of the assembly systems [23]. In [24] authors propose to use fuzzy 
logic based model in order to predict surface roughness. George Pintzos, Niko-
laos Nikolakis, Kosmas Alexopoulos, George Chryssolouris [26], Yanru Zhonga, 
Yuchu Qinb, Meifa Huangc, Wenlong Lub, Liang Chang [27], Mehmet Dogar, 
Ross A. Knepper, Andrew Spielberg, Changhyun Choi, Henrik I. Christensen, 
Daniela Rus [28], Q. Yanga, D. L. Wuc, H. M. Zhuc, J. S. Baoc, Z. H. Wei [29] 
and George Michalos, Konstantinos Kaltsoukalas, Panagiotis Aivaliotis, Platon-
Sipsas, Andreas Sardelis, George Chryssolouris [4] use semantic models for as-
sembly simulation. Gong-dong Wang, Yao Yang, Wei Wang, L. V. Si-Chao [30], 
Jiaxiang Luo, Jiyin Liu, Yueming Hu [31] and L. Westover, J. Olearczyk, U. 
Hermann, S. Adeeb, Y. Mohamed [32] use frame models for assembly simula-
tion. Hesuan Hu, Meng Chu Zhou [33], Nai-Chieh Wei, I-Ming Chao, 
Chin-Jung Liu and, Hong Long Chen [34], Hesuan Hu, Mengchu Zhou, Zhiwu 
Li, Ying Tang [35], Yan Yang, Hesuan Hu, Yang Liu [36] and Hao Yue, Hesuan 
Hu, Weimin Wu, Hongye Su, Jihui Zhang [37] use Petri Nets for assembly si-
mulation. 

2.1. Robotic Assembly Processes Logic Model 

As a result of mathematical models analysis assembly technological process de-
sign logical model is proposed. 

In developing of assembly technological process design logical model we have 
to take into account next constructions features: all parts are limited in dis-
placements in all directions, each item of the product is oriented towards other 
parts of this product and all parts of the product are interconnected. Any prod-
uct construction may be assembled. Let us consider hinged elements mounting 
on a board. Let the circuit board require the installation of chips that can vary 
from minimum to maximum values: capacitors in the range from 0 to i, 0 to j 
transistors, 0 to 1 resistors, 0 to k inductors and 0 to m diodes. For realization of 
technological processes implementations, it is suggested to formulate a set of ba-
sic technological rules, so we propose a form the main rules set, where each de-
tail is characterized by certain parameters, which can be represented as follows: 

( )parameters name,  square,  dimension,  mount _ variant  

Mount variant takes into account which outputs contain a hinged element 
(planar or core). For radio electronic products assembly the feature of each ele-
ment can be written as follows: 

[ ]( )feature name,  control _ points _ list  

where [control_points_list]=[cp1,cp2], cp1, cp2—the point of orientation of the 
element on the board. 

Then assembly unit may be represented in next way: 
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[ ]( )assembly _ unit number,  board,  hinged _ elements _ list  

For radio electronic products assembly, let us formulate our proposed rules as 
follows: 

Rule 1. Assembly unit may include different assembly units types (type1, 
type2, ∙∙∙): 

( ) [ ]( )( )
( ) [ ]( )( )

x y type х, board type у, hinged _ elements _ list

u type u,assembly _ unit contains u, x, y .

∃ ∃ ∧

→ ∃ ∧
 

Rule 2. Base details have similar features (for example, holes), fastening ele-
ments–appropriate dimensions, that allow to connect base details (B) with other 
details (D): 

( ) { }( )( )
( )

u type u,assembly _ unit feature u, B,D

assembly _ unit _ found u,B,D

∃ ∧

→
 

Rule 3. Product is considered to be assembled when all its assembly rules are 
assembled. Assembly unit is considered to be assembled when all details in-
cluded in it are founded. 

From the model point of view we can consider assembly technological 
process. Assembly technological process start stage is base detail finding: 

( ) ( )(
( ) ( ))

B D u base _ found В compatible _ dеtail B,D

assembly _ unit _ found u,B,D assembled и process _ completed

∃ ∃ ∃ ∧

∧ ∧ →
 

Then we find detail that will be connected with the base detail (compatible 
part) and assembly unit that includes base and compatible detail.  

Base detail is the detail with the biggest dimensions. 

( ) ( )( ) ( )B base _ found B мах _ dіmension B base _ found B∃ ∨ →  

Detail compatible with base must have compatible features: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )

B D S dеtail В dеtail D feature В,S feature D,S

compatible _ dеtail B,D

∃ ∃ ∃ ∧ ∧ ∧

→
 

Then it is necessary to determine assembly process sequence and details which 
will connect base and compatible details. 

2.2. Semantic Nets in Robotic Assembly Process Simulation 

For connotations between assembly units in product analysis we propose to 
represent assembly technological process using semantic net. Semantic net and 
its elements describe relations between assembly units. It is a directed graph with 
marked verticles and arcs. Verticles are mapped to objects (in our case details) 
and arcs are mapped to semantic relations between them. By the definition 
scheme, or relations intensional Ri, is next pairs set:  

( ) ( ){ }INT Ri , Aj,DOM Aj ,=     , 

where Ri—relations name;  
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DOM(Aj) —domain Aj, i.e. attribute values set Aj of relation Ri 
All domains union is an extensional of relation Ri, i.e. 

( ) { }EXT Ri F1, ,Fp=   

where Fk(k = 1, p)—fact of relation Ri.  
Fact is set by pairs “attribute-value” totality. They are called attributive pairs. 

In graphic form graph is a semantic net subgraph that has a star like structure. 
Subgraph root is a predicate type verticle. From subgraph verticle edges start 
marked as fact attributes names. They are directed to base set verticles that are 
these attributes values. 

A fragment of the semantic product description network is shown in Figure 1. 
A model of a semantic network can be used at the initial stage of the product 
analysis and will determine the order and method of alignment in addition to 
the mutual orientation of assembly units in the product. 

Thus, the developed semantic model of the manufacturing process assures the 
description of the relations between assembly units in the assembled product. 
Although the semantic network is designed to display the existence of semantic 
links between assembly units, the full description of the product seems rather 
cumbersome, even for simple products. Therefore, it seems advisable to use the 
semantic network model only to display individual nodes, including standar-
dized in composition and technological execution. 

2.3. Robotic Assembly Processes Frame Model 

Since in assembly process there are often separate units assembly processes typi-
cal situations it is expediently to consider assembly technological process frame 
model.  

For each assembly unit there are plenty of assembly schemes СD.  
In particular, СD may be represented in next way: 

 

 
Figure 1. Semantic net fragment describing relation “Orientation”. 
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( ) ( ) ( )СD C D 1,C D 2, ,C D N=   

where СD—assembly process schemes plurality,  
C(D)i—possible assembly process scheme,  
N—possible assembly process scheme number.  
In its turn C(D) may be written in next form: 

( )C D da,db, ,dm=   

where D—necessary assembly operations plurality;  
di D—separate assembly operation; 
m—necessary assembly operations number.  
Each separate assembly operation is performed by specific instrument. It is 

also described by start and finish positions of assembled detail. It can be written 
in next way: 

di I, ndet1,ndet2,kdet1,kdet2=  

where I—instrument;  
ndet1—detail1 start position;  
ndet2—detail2 start position;  
kdet1—detail1 finish position; 
kdet2—detail2 finish position. 
In scheme C(D)I may be typical assembly process sub-sequence <di, dj, dk>, 

that will represent typical assembly technological operation. So, it is a technolo-
gical operation frame. 

Example of frame of typical technological operations accentuation in tech-
nological process structure is shown on Figure 2 (sequences (di, dj, dk) and (da, 
db)). 

Let us notice for every elements type mounting on printed board it is neces-
sary to implement actions totality–technological process sub-sequences. Frame 
“Diodes_mounting” contains operations that are necessary for diodes mounting: 
operation of taking the diode from the store, placing the diode on the necessary 
place on the printed circuit board, orienting it relative to the control points, and 
the installation itself. Similarly, frames are allocated for each type of mounted 
elements: chips, transistors, capacitors, resistors, inductors. 

When analyzing the technological processes of the assembly, it is necessary to 
find typical sub-sequences and streamline the assembly process according to the  
 

 
Figure 2. Example of frame of typical technological operations accentuation in technolo-
gical process structure. 
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criteria of saving time, materials, equipment. To fulfill these criteria, it is advisa-
ble to select sub-sequences that can be executed in parallel, minimize the need 
for reorientation of the robot and parts, as well as tool changes during the as-
sembly process. 

Examination of the frame model allows us to make the following conclusion: 
when assembly technological process is designing, the frame model is suitable 
for describing typical sub-sequences of technological processes, individual tech-
nological operations and transitions. Even in a completely new product, it is 
possible to have typical assembly units for which there will be an appropriate 
frame in the structure of the process planning system that describes assembly 
process element—a kind of micro-know-how for an individual node, transition 
or operation. 

2.4. Petri Nets in Robotic Assembly Processes Modeling 

It is convenient to use Petri nets when robotic production technological pro- 
cesses are designing. The application of Petri nets can be viewed in two ways. On 
the one hand, with the help of the Petri net, it is possible to represent the de-
tailed structure of technological transitions of the designed assembly technolo- 
gical process. It is assumed that the sequence of the assembly process has already 
been determined and can be developed either with the help of Petri nets or with 
the help of other models. On the other hand, the model of Petri nets can be the 
basis for technological process design with initially uncertain character of the 
transitions. In this case, all possible assembly process variants may be described 
by the sequence of nodes—assembly elements and subassemblies. The choice of 
a particular sequence can be determined by means of a logical model and evalua- 
ted using definiteness coefficients. 

Let's consider the simulation of the assembly robotic complex work using a 
Petri net. Assembly robotic complex work begins with industrial robot turn on. 
Further, under the condition of the performed turning on, the manipulator is 
checked in the start position (at point 1'). At the next step, the manipulator is 
moved to the location of detail 2 (details store). After that, the detail is clamped 
with a grip, after which it is transferred to the installation point (destination 1). 
The next step is to install the detail in the required position and release the grip-
ping device. The manipulator is moved to the destination 1. The number of in-
stalled details is incremented, all details are checked, and if not, the manipulator 
moves to the required point 2 (details store). The cycle is repeated until all de-
tails are mount, after which the manipulator arm is moved to the starting point 
1', and the robot turns off. 

Petri net can be used in determining the order of the assembly process in the 
robotic complex (Figure 3). 

In Figure 3 variables take the following values: 
x0—robotic complex on, x1—industrial robot manipulator at the starting 

point 1'. 
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Figure 3. Petri net for assembly robotic complex functioning. 
 

x2—industrial robot manipulator at the required point 2. 
x3—the part is clamped by industrial robot gripper device. 
x4—industrial robot manipulator at the destination 1. 
x5—detail. 
x6—the detail is unclenched by industrial robot gripper device. 
x7—industrial robot manipulator at the destination 1. 
x8—i = i + 1. 
x9—i<n + 1. 
x10—i = n + 1. 
x11—industrial robot manipulator at the starting point1'. 
A0—is robotic complex turn on. 
A1—is the movement of industrial robot manipulator to the start point 1'. 
A2—is the movement of industrial robot manipulator PR to the required 

point 2.  
A3—is work piece capture by robot. 
A4—moving the manipulator PR to the point 1. 
A5—setting the part. 
A6—expanding the workpiece by the robot. 
A7—moving industrial robot manipulator to the point 1. 
A8—i = i + 1. 
A9—i<n + 1. 
A10—i = n + 1. 
A11—move industrial robot manipulator to the starting point 1'. 
A12—turn off the robot. It is proposed to use the Petri net to analyze the ro-

bot’s technological process to detect errors, the presence of looping and 
non-rational movements of the robot’s manipulator. In the event that these situ-
ations are detected, it is necessary to correct the process of the robot directly to 
avoid errors in the robot application program development. 

Thus, the model allows to describe detailed the nature of technological transi-
tions in assembly robotic complex technology design. It is also reasonable to use 
the Petri net in determining the order of the assembly process in the robotic 
complex, eliminating possible errors, looping and inefficient movements of the 
robot manipulator. Given the multivariance of the assembly technology design 
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process and the need to evaluate each option, we should also talk about the ap-
plicability of the approach of fuzzy Petri nets. 

3. Voice Control Method for an Industrial Robot 

In the CAD (computer-aided design) development for various purposes, the ne-
cessary stage is technological processes models selection, which depends on the 
modeled object structure, its properties, and the application of the various data 
processing facilities. The nature of the models determines the essence of design 
methods. 

Robotic production technological processes design is most often performed in 
off-line mode. At the initial stages of the design, the sets of working points of 
robot trajectories are memorized. Next, each set of trajectories is associated with 
a set of movement commands. Between the move commands, the manipulation 
of working objects is usually placed. 

Models set presented above must be used as a sequence. At first the product is 
analyzed using rules and positions represented in logical model. Then we use 
semantic model in order to understand connotations between details. After ana-
lyzing connotations we have to check standard situations presence using frame. 
This stage may simplify developing technological process. And next we have to 
form robot’s technological operations and transitions. For this it is expediently 
to use model based on Petri nets. So all these models are used in order to form 
sequence of industrial robot actions. 

Let us consider voice control method used after product analysis based on 
models sequence presented above. It is a description of the set of techniques and 
operations used in robotic production assembly technological processes auto-
mated design. 

In particular, it provides that the design of the assembly process using voice 
control for an industrial robot is based on the following principles. 

1) Assembly units placement in the robot workspace determines the nature 
and sequence of technological and auxiliary transitions. In terms of predicate 
logic, this expression can be written in next way: 

( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )

x type x,assembly _ unit y type y, technolоgical _ transition

r type r, rule t type t , technolоgical _ transitions _ sequence .

∀ ∃

∃ →∃
   

2) Coordinates of any point, any command for moving a manipulator is given 
by a voice in a limited natural language. This expression can be represented in 
the following form: 

( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )

p type p,point c type c,command

vp type vp, voice _ presentation .

∀ ∀

∃
 

3) Commands, the sequence of which provides the fulfillment of the goals of 
technological or auxiliary transitions, are combined into meta-commands. This 
expression can be written in next way: 
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( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )
( )( )

c type c,command c y type y, technolоgical _ transition

y T type T, typical _ technolоgical _ transition

mc type mc,meta command .

∃ ∈

∧ ∈

→∃ −

 

4) Sequences of control commands, given by voice, realize separate technolo-
gical or auxiliary transitions, separate technological operations and form the 
technological process. This provision is represented by the following group of 
formal expressions: 

( )( )vp type vp, voice _ presentation

VP type VP, voice _ commands _ sequence ,
→ →

∃

  → ∃     

 

VP t type t , technolоgical _ transitions _ sequence ,
→ → →  ∃ → ∃     

 

t to type to, technolоgical _ operations _ sequence ,
→ → →  ∃ → ∃     

 

to tp type tp, technolоgical _ process .
→ → →  ∃ → ∃     

 

5) Commands voice input application order is established on the basis of the 
assembly drawing analysis and is determined by the above models of assembly 
products and technological processes representation. 

6) Information voice input ensures the work for information input subsystem 
in the CAD of robotic production control programs. 

4. Conclusions 

In the article, robotic production assembly technological processes design mod-
els are considered. The formal representation of assembly processes is based on 
the general representation of the assembly detail as an ordered set of assembly 
units. The nature of ordering is determined by the design intent of the assembly 
detail, taking into account the interaction of assembly units, their dimensional 
relationships, formal and informal logical patterns of technological processes de-
sign. 

Based on the properties of assembly technological processes design, technolo-
gical process logical model was developed. Technological process model based 
on semantic networks is proposed, which describes the relationship between as-
sembly units in a detail. To identify typical situations in assembly process se-
quence, technological process frame model was developed, which makes it poss-
ible to order the assembly process execution. Assembly technological process 
model based on Petri nets is proposed, which allows describing in detail the type 
and sequence of technological transitions. 

The specified set of models will allow describing technological process design 
process from different points of view and taking into account voice control us-
ing, provide a holistic description and prepare the basis for the practical imple-
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mentation of the voice control subsystem in the CAD robot technological 
process system. 

Based on the proposed models, a voice control method for an industrial robot 
is developed, the main principles of which are given in the paper. 

It should also be noted that using the ideology of image processing or wavelet 
analysis methodology [38]-[45] together with voice control of the robot will 
create new applications for technological processes. 
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